tense disturbances as well. Kamide and Akasofu [1974] analyzed the latitudinal dependence of the westward auroral electrojet profile across the Alaska meridian chain of observatories, finding that during substorms with intensity as high as ~1000 nT, the maximum deviation of the horizontal component from the quiet level is located at the auroral zone at ß ~ 65 ø. Akasofu [1981] studied the Dst-AE relationship for a few intense magnetic storms and found that at the moderate storm level AE and IDstl grow together in a practically linear manner. However, for more intense storms, he found that AE tends to saturate at a level of ~ 1000 nT. It was suggested that as a storm develops, the division of energy entering the magnetosphere between the ring current and the auroral ionosphere changes. At the beginning of a storm, when IDst[ is small, there is proportionality between the energy injection to the ring current and the auroral ionosphere. During the main phase of intense magnetic storms, most of the energy goes to the ring current. Similar AE-Dst relationship as a function of the storm intensity is presented by Gonzalez et al. [1994] .
Weigher et al. [1990] [1994] have suggested that the apparent saturation or even decrease of AE during the main phase of intense storms can be due to the auroral electrojets moving considerably lower latitudes so that the AE stations do not correctly monitor the substorm evolution. For more precise calculations of the AE indices during magnetic storms, it is necessary to use data from magnetic observatories at subauroral latitudes where the auroral electrojets shift during magnetic storms. Below, investigation of the eastward and westward electrojets dynamics is continued using data from the digital magnetic stations meridional chain along the Scandinavian peninsula (ElSCAT and later IMAGE) supplemented by analogue magnetograms of Leningrad, Borok, and Moscow during an intense magnetic storm. These Russian stations are located near the same magnetic meridian. The aim of this paper is documentation of the electrojet dynamics during magnetic storms. The number of stations equatorward of the auroral oval along this meridian is unique at the present time. Table 1 presents the coordinates of all stations used in the analysis. nT. Assuming quasi-dipole character of the magnetic field lines i'n the inner magnetosphere, it means the location of the electrojet at oe shells of ~3.6 and ~2.9, respectively. Lyons [1996] suggest that the processes, connected with the electrojet formation deeply in the inner magnetosphere, can be the cause of energetic ion fluxes which form the low energy part of the ion spectra in the inner part of the ring current. These ions are mainly oxygen from the upper atmosphere which The equatorward shift of the electrojet during magnetic storms should exist not only along the meridian of EISCAT-IMAGE magnetic observatories chains. Therefore, the inference of Weirner et al. [1990,p.18,984] that "by examining magnetic records from College (•I, -65 ø) and Sitka (• = 60 ø) during the International Geophysical Year (one of the most disturbed periods over recorded in the century), we found that the 2 component' from Sitka almost always shows negative changes, indicating that the westward electrojet was located poleward of Sitka," requires on additional consideration using data from Sitka. 
